Policy Note: CMA water
appeal provisional
findings
We give people the knowledge and confidence they need to
find their way forward and use our evidence to show how
things can be improved for people.

Overview
●
●
●
●

CMA could set a precedent that could see costs increase in other
regulated sectors
CMA water decision could cost consumers £3.7 billion over the next set of
water and energy price controls
Household bills could increase by £113.50 over the next set of 5 year price
controls
Households are being squeezed by COVID. Our research shows that
millions are already falling behind on bills1

What is the issue?
●

●

●
●

●

The CMA has published provisional findings for the appeal that 4 water
companies made to Ofwat’s PR19 water price control2. This sets out the amount
that water companies can charge for services over the next 5 years.
The CMA has provisionally decided to increase the allowed return to investors of
the disputing water companies by 54 basis points to 3.5%3, more than some of
the companies asked for in the appeal.
The CMA’s decision will have significant implications for consumers because it
will set a precedent for similar price controls in energy and other sectors4.
Water customers served by the 4 appealing companies could see their bills rise
by 3% - in total £0.5 billion.5 Ofwat estimates that 90% of the higher bill proposed
by the CMA delivers no additional benefits for customers or the environment.6
We think the CMA needs to look again at these issues before making its final
decision.
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Our analysis
●
●

●

●

Ofwat sets price controls for water and wastewater services - the CMA appeal will
set costs for the period running from 2020-2025.
Ofgem sets price controls for energy networks. These companies provide the
networks that provide the pipes and wires taking energy to our homes and
businesses. The energy controls run between 2021 and 2028.
We’ve projected how this decision could impact consumers if this was applied to
decisions in both the water and energy sectors. We have used regulators’
estimates of the regulated values of the companies and we have applied the
CMA’s increased cost of capital.
Households meet about half the total of consumers’ energy costs, businesses
meet the rest.

Overall cost increase
to consumers in next
price controls

Per household per Total per household
year estimated bill bill increase over all 5
increase
year price controls

Water (for the 4
appealing companies
only)
Period: 2020-2025

£0.5 billion7

£108

£509

Energy (Transmision, Gas

£2 billion10

£8

£40

£1.2 billion11

£4.70

£23.50

£22.70

£113.50

Distribution and ESO)
Period: 2021-2026
Energy (Electricity
Distribution)
Period: 2023-2028

Total - water and energy £3.7 billion
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The impact if applied across the whole water sector would be higher: for an average water and
wastewater bill (£397) would be about £14 per annum or £70 over 5 years.
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